Face, in pragmatics, is your publicself-image. This is the emotional and social sense of self that everyone hasand expects everyone else to recognize. Politeness can be defined as showingawareness of and consideration for another person's face (Yule, 2006) . The theory proposed by Yule explains that the face is a self-portrayed image for the public. This means that the appearance of our face is a self-perception that is conveyed to the public. It is as an emotional social mirror that will be understood by other individuals. Thus, politeness can also be defined as self-awareness to show the face of self to others, certainly a little more of this as a result of self-consideration.
A fairly popular theory about faces put forward by Brown and Levinson. They define that the face is the image of ourselves that is displayed to the public so that it will give us a perception of ourselves. Public perceptions or claims about the displayed face are divided into two parts; positive and negative. Here's an explanation by Brown and Levinson theory.
Face Theory of Goffman, Brown dan Levinson
If Goffman (1967) mentions that the face is a social attribute, then Brown and Levinson (1987) mentioned that the face is a personal attribute that is owned by every human being and is universal. In this theory, the face is then divided into two types: the face with positive desire (positive face), and face with negative desire (negative face). The positive face is related to the value of solidarity, ignorance, recognition, and kesetikawanan. Meanwhile, the negative face boils down to one's desire to remain independent, free from outside interference, and the outsider's respect for his independence. Seeing that the face has the value as mentioned, then the values are worth keeping, and one way is through a polite pattern of language, which does not damage the face's values. The politeness itself has a different meaning than decency. The word polite means to show respect to the speech partner, whereas polite means the language (or behavior) based on the social distance between the speaker and the speech partner. The concept of the above face is really related to the issue of politeness and not courtesy. The respect shown in the language may be polite, meaning that polite language will nourish the face if speakers and speech partners have farreaching social distances (eg between lecturers and students, or children and fathers). Nevertheless, being polite in language is often not polite, especially if speakers and speech partners do not have a great social distance (coworkers, classmates, etc.). To better understand the concept of this face, here I will serve examples, both positive and negative faces, in the concept of language politeness.
Positive Face
As already mentioned that the positive face is related to the values of intimacy between the speaker and the speech partner. 
Negative Face
In contrast to the positive face, which speakers and spouses expect to maintain the values of familiarity, ignorance, solidarity, this negative face is where speakers and partners are hoping for social distance. This refers to the self-image of the person who wishes that he be rewarded by the way the speaker lets him be free to do his actions or let him be free from the necessity of doing something. Here is a negative politeness strategy given by Brown & Levinson, namely:
Tabel 2 Negative Politeness Example Indirectness "I need a comb". Using fenced lines "I suppose that Harry is coming". Pesimistic "Can you do this job?" Minimalizing barrier "I just want to ask you if I can borrow a single sheet of paper" Appreciation "We look forward very much to dining with you" Apologizing "I don't want to bother you, but..." Impersonalisasi pembicara dan mitra tutur "Do this for me"
II. METHOD
The research uses qualitative method. The research observes deeply the debate process among the four contestant of governor and vice candidates of West Java Indonesia. This research is a qualitative descriptive. Primer data comes from the second session debate program of West Java Governor on May 2018. Data is gained from the second session of debate program carried out by General Election Commision West Java and published on youtube. Deeply analyzing is undertaken from some sessions; presenting argument, opinions, agreeing and disagreeing, interupting, clarifying and questioning. Debat session starts from the strethening vision and mission every couple. Every couple is given 5 minutes to deliver and explain their vision and mision. After delivering vision and mision, other couples give some questions and discuss with them for about 5 minutes. This session runs until the end of the forth couple. After finishing this session, the second session is making dialogue and clarifying the theme having been stated. Every session appears arguments, opinions, agreeing and disagreeing, interupting, clarifying and questioning.
III. RESULT
In this case, the research concerns on positive and negative politeness. Positive politeness relates with the construction and maintenance the positive face of addresses, in the other hand, it appears as appreciation. And negative politeness displays through apologizing for any possible imposition [5] . Positive politeness includes,1) giving appreciation to hearer, 2) Using solidarity form, 3) involving hearer to speaker's activity,4) giving prise to the hearer,and 5)kidding. From the five strategies above, the contestants can indicate with offering programs. Negative politeness can occure as pesimistic statement, indirectness, minimal force, underestimate sentences, apologizing and using plural or common statement. Of course, politeness in some cases has absolute and relative [6] . Absolute relates with a scale as Leech stated and relative politeness can be stated in some norms of behavior. In this debat, politeness in relative principle often occures. Because the debate program has a norm of communication behavior as a particular culture.
Giving Appreciation to Hearer
The first session is divided into four occations as four couples are. The first couple explain some questions that have been prepared by panelists. The three problems become After the opening statement has been delivered, the speaker starts explaining their vision and missin deeptly. It gives the information that the speaker wants to start the statement with a good attention from audiences by means of saying condolences to the victims of terrorists. This is one of the communication strategy to catch the good perception from audience. And the next statement to answer the question of panelist is as the following. From the above statement, as the closing statement of Dedy Mizwar, the candidate of governor number 4, he realized that without any cooperation program among central government until region government, the program is too difficult to implement. This statement indicates that solidarity appears as the awareness to cooperate in action, to admit the other authorities and give polite appreciation to other policies.
Using solidarity form

Giving Offering from the programs
In the second session debate programs, as a ussual, every contestants give vision and mission as their milestones to start the program. Some offering and promise from their campaign describe the kinds of politeness. They offer the good commitment to be problem solver, policy maker for better future. Here are some vision and missions. Those sentences give the clear understanding that they have politeness in making offering sentences to show the commitment or political promise to people as audience who appreciate their statement. They make assure to the public that they have a high motivation, attention and intention to lead new West Java with various problems.
In this case, positive politeness shows that the utterances describe a good communication performance. They use a good statement to take a public legitimation, build public trust and show their experience in manage many current strategic issues. One of the indication of politeness is the use of word 'our vision', 'we would like to', 'we offer'. Word 'we' indicates the good commitment to work, to act, to build, and to develove together.
Involving hearer to speaker's activity
One of the characterictic in positive politeness is engangement the audience as partners in communication to involve in communication activities. The form of involvement is how to make people feel in the same perception in finding the poblems and finding solutions. The statement of this case is delivered by Dedy Mizwar and Dedi Mulyadi as the forth couple or contestant.
Utterance : the problem of farming is not from production but distribution. The three statements are indicated plural or common statements. They use those statement for avoding the lack of ideas and adding the speechless in presenting their program. This comunication strategy is used to answer when any question directly to be answered without any preparation before. All contestant use the common statement to complete their statement.
IV. DISCUSSION
Politeness in political perspective has different from the politeness theory as Leech said [2] . The politeness practice od debate program includes presenting argument; beginning, ordering, introducing a new point, adding, giving example, balancing, generalizing, stating preferences and concluding. Opinion session includes asking for opinion, asking for a reaction, giving strong opinion, giving neutral opinions, giving tentative opinion, bringing in to answer a question, bringing in to present a point, and summarizing. Agreeing and disagreeing session include strong agreement, neutral agreement, softening strong agreement, strong agreement, softening neutral agreement, neutral disagreement and tactful agreement. Interrupting session includes interrupting, taking the floor, commenting, coming back to a point, preventing an interruption and pre-empting an interruption. Clarifying session includes asking for confirmation.
V. CONCLUSION
Politeness has different perspective in political view. Political practice; speech, action and response has specific tendency. Every activity in politic case presents the implicit purpose to get good perception in public view. Politeness in politic perspective actually means as a bridge to make clear about vision and mission in accordance with the fact and reality the society appreciate.
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